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After several thousand years of development,Chinese culture reached the top in 
the Song Dynasty.Song culture has unprecedented prosperity,produced LiXue this 
philosophy morphology.LiXue was the sublimation of Confucianism,and profound 
impacted on the spirit of Chinese nation,So,the study of the emergence and 
development of LiXue is important.Now,academic world main research 
Lian,Luo,Guan and Min,especially research ZhuZi's philosophy,but no one concernes 
about the early explorers.This is a pity. 
Chen Xiang was a important pioneer of LiXue in the Song Dynasty.He acceptted 
the Confucian education from childhood,concentrated Confucianism,governing the 
country pursue the idea of Yao and Shun.Chen Xiang's thought mainly is honest and 
wise,he believed honest is highest.Chen Xiang stand for Kindness and Justice in 
governing the country,and the Confucian code of ethics as a universal code of 
conduct.Chen Xiang paid great attention to the development of education,and 
recommended talented person.The thesis based on Chen Xiang's personal 
collection—<Gu Ling Ji>,and combined with other relevant literature,try to briefly 
analyze Chen Xiang's thought. 
The thesis is divided into five parts.Part one, Introduction,about the life of Chen 
Xiang,and previous research profile.Part two,Chen Xiang's philosophical thought.Part 
three,Chen Xiang's political thought.Part four,Chen Xiang's education thought.Part 
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